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 In-Person Classes









In-Person Precision Rifle Courses for Long Range Shooters
We provide world class precision rifle training courses for professionals, hunters, competitors and long range shooting enthusiasts administered through our time-tested and proven system.









 Worldclass Training.




  See Upcoming Classes 





























 [image: ]This class is for beginning long range shooting Enthusiasts and the serious rifle Hunter, or someone who’s looking for a hard fundamental reset.

 




 [image: ]This class is for the long range shooter looking to take the next step in their progression to refine their process and elevate their skill level.

 




 [image: ]This class is for the individual who is venturing into the sport of long range shooting with the competitive spirit.

 




 [image: ]This class is for the seasoned precision rifle competitor looking for a guide to help them see their potential and propel them from their current skillset to the next level.

 




 [image: ]This class is for the “technical” rifle hunter looking for the extra edge and a realistic evaluation of where their capabilities and limitations of making an ethical shot on game lie.

 




 [image: ]This class is for any long range shooter looking to make sense of the largest non-deterministic variable we have to deal with: wind.

 




 [image: ]This class is for any precision rifle shooter looking to refine their ability to tame the infamous “wobble zone”.

 




 [image: ]This class is for any precision rifle shooter that has any possibility of shooting under field conditions utilizing natural terrain and tripods.

 




 [image: ]This class is meant to give shooters an opportunity to focus solely on techniques for engaging moving targets.

 
 Yep, let's do this.




  See Upcoming Classes 








Host an In-Person course at your facility.
Contact us today if you are interested in finding out how to host in-person training at your location.


  Inquire Now 
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Subscribe to our FREE newsletter for a 10% discount on your first MDS Digital Masterclass. Enjoy weekly updates on long range training, podcasts, and tips for improving your hunting and precision shooting skills.



Sign me up! 











 MDS is also on:




  [image: Facebook icon.]   [image: Instagram icon.]   [image: Youtube icon.]   [image: LinkIn icon.]   [image: Recoil TV icon.] 
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